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Dissemination of Research to Parents: Issues, Barriers and Future Directions

Introduction

The importance bicommunicating,with parents regarding what is known

'about children and their developmentiardly needs emphasis. For parents

f 'of handicapped-children, the need for information is even, grqatai Major

changes in law) suchas the passage of P.I. 6. 94-1.42, and in _practic, such -
- 4

as deinstitutionallzatlon,. haVe meant. increased responsibiIitiessfor .
- .. .

. ,. . . ,
,0 , ,

' .,
,- A

.
parents tfbandicipped childten: A major asslimption.won vhich new law and

. . . .a e
' ' :.10 . ,

}
,,, .

: practice is based, is that have the ikno4ledge'and skill to,make's'ure
- .

.., ,

.,,

their children.get"a'proper education. There is research eViden'ce which,s

A- ''
, 4

suggests that parents%do,noi have .11Owledge and skills.to-fully exerFis
.

their rights ioand'respnsibIlltes. For instance, a'recent obseriiational

stud y o f IEF Conferences (Goldstein, Strickland., Turnbull. Curry, 91980)

. \
.

indicated that parent's,played a very passive role in these itonferences...

During the 45 conferences'ob
rs
erved,-parents spent on the average only 8%

,

of the time they talked discussing placement issues.(Goldstein, 1979).' '

r

Other evidence suggests that parents may not be discussing placement issues ,'
.

,,

4 ,..,. ,
. ,

because they do not have information to do so. A nationwide survey we .

.

. 1

9 . e . .../.:
recently conducted with 100 parents of handicapped andd 'hon-handicapped ... i

. 1.

': kindergarten children. indicated that0% of theparenti bf handicapped ....

- s

. and 80%,aof the parents ornon-handicapped;fouldolike more Information about,
is .0

0^' O.

-`mainstreaming. We can infer that if parents are sUpposedto be actively,

participating in placement decisions, are' not doing so and do not have

information on placement issues, then a major
(

need exists. .
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Parents' needs,in terms of theseincreasbd responsibilities can be viewed

-*

as being twofold: .one is for information; about new.lati,and'prectice, and
4 "

the other is for skills in how to act on knowledge.° Forthe,puipbes of this
. ,- ,- .

dilpussion, I.mill focus on the first .need - the nteafor4formation.t First,
4 4 0

I will present-what. I feel ,to be some_of tha-bpirierdWhig,hmaka di:a-semi- ,l,,

. 1

-4.,.' 4 - - -A'
. 9 "

hating research knowledge to parents.a hard t4sk for resear ers., o owing',

. . .
.-

'
,-).,; - . %;,. '4 ,-,' 44' ., o ,. ' '

this, I would like to make a bade for"why.it'ie increasiit11,ilvdrteht-fOr.
y 4 - . *

*- 4
-. ,..

' *

.

us,-as researchers, to work at diretgdming those,barriers .9 reach the- parent
. - ,

-"'. ' =

audience. The last section fo cuses on suggestions,fop future dfrectiops%

' r -1 , : ; . /. 0 4 ' 4

, u7;
What are the Barriers to Disseminating Researgq Icnoqleage to 'Parents?

. 4 ,

, :: .. . ., . ,

Disseminating to Parents is a Low' Priority for Reseprchers -

, . 0
. f::-

,

Ptrhapa the greatest barrier to-disseminatihgTesearch informaiion to
-.,

,

,. ' ' ,

,t,,
t

parents is the low priority -which this activity }nag tf or members of.4,,the acade- ,

mic community, the place where most researchers reside.. Thi0Owpriority

relates, in turn, to several other issues'- one being.the dissemination

4'
models used by dome research institutes. To illustrate this.pdint I would

like to show a model developed by Joe Sanderlp Cg mmun C4 gin. pecialist at
1 ,;

° ,

Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, to guide thel'disaemination
. -

efforts of a major research project there.

Insert Figure 1 about here,.

,The order in which audippes are reached, is as4,ilows: scientific gom-
.

4''-'.:

munity, practitioners educated Jay pane, includiOarentt, and the general
/ 4

V.-

.
,

..
N-

° vib-Tic. (This couldfi,be referred tq as the "erickfd'wd.theory of dissemi-
c '' / -,:° 4- I.

. ,

nation".) This figtire makes it clear that,,the,content;of the information

" 4 :',

9
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disseminated ta.parents has gone th rough various stages_of review.and

fication.; The. process represented by this'model is quite useful'in insuring.

that parents receive valid and reliable. information. Unfortunately, the

safeguards provided-by this model impose a. definite barrier: that

parents are among the last to receive information.' Unless a project is
.

)'
directly geared toward the development of materials for parents, rarely is

tittle and'money left aathe_end of-a research project to translate and syri-
.

thesize research' findings foi the' parent audience.
.

In addition.LO there not being time and money available, there is ig

clear absence-of status associated, with disSeminating to parents. For the

most part, the academic careers of researchers heavily depend'upon two closely 1

related things. One is the,abilitm'to'attract'money for,conducting research

and the other is put lishing in .peer- reviewed

this are far-reaching and have not done much

relationship.

First, there is not much'of an incentive for researchers to make the

journals. Theo; mplications of
. . .

.
.

to enhance'the parent-researcher

,

extra effort to reach the parent audience. Second, the major factor affecting

r

the content of most, research and the methodologies employed is whether, or

t foot certain academic expectations can be satisfied. The extent to yhich the
. . t

research will provide any directly useful information for parents is not a .i

k. , factor Often cqnsideced. ,Third, the methodologies we use, while -perhaps

7: elegant from a statistical standpoint, may leave parent participants feeling
'. e

.

-frustrated or not listened to. A mother, seasoned by 2 years worth of parti-.,
.-

cipation in various research ,studies, made this comment to me at the end of °'
:

_

5
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of an intervpw.which was conducted'as part ofla descriptive studywhich we
._

did:

"I'vl so glad 'someone's talking to me instead of,giving me
. , 4

forms to fill out and questiemnaires', Fast time Isaid,

tiir , thete are nor answers to any of these questions.' They
) , .-, e .

e . .

really should do some. checking before they ask some of these
e .

questions, because some of us don't even know'what you're

talking about' because of the language the questions are

6

;stated in, I've got a handicapped youngster . . . talk-

., .

to me on my, level." . :
A

. 1 .

Related to this issue are the scarcity of appropriate dissemination

vahqles geared, toward parents. ,The.major periodical for-parents of handl-
., ,

cappgd Children is The Exceptional Parent - ,a journal 'which I feel is an

1.
excellent source'of valuable,.practical information for parents. Unfor-

: 1
I.0. -

tunately, the incentives for researchers to 'publish in .this journal are
,. .

, .

few. It is generally fibt tonsidered to bepeer,reviewed and it is operated
.

on such a small scale that there'is a very glow turn roun4 time for having
.

:anarticle pUblighed. In addition, thismagazine reaches less than 1% of

the estimated numberoffaMilies of handitapped children.
. ,. .6 .

. .

' Popular magezines `are another possible means of providing 'information
. -. . . , .

*,

to parents. They offer the Advantage of being able to reach a large audience
.

,

but, again,' have the disadVentage:cif nat earrYIng weight or prestige among
.

.
..

. .,
,

.

the academia comtunicy: ,When knowledgablepersons do not t4ke responsibility

-in,this area;,, the results can be disaerous. Family Circle, a magazine sold
., .

. 4 e.),
in grocezy

.
stores, eveqwhere, had a recent misleading and unnecessarily

. -
4
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.pesSimistic Article on birth d6fects. In phi? article It was stated that

"there is no treatment for town syndrome children" and "retardation 'is'
A

-

irreversible and untreatable.!'

'Another itportaninehIcid becuase of distribution potential is cora-

-
mercially published books. The survey mentioned earlier which we conducted

with 100 parents of young handicapped and'non-handicapped children indicated

A

,

o.

that parents, prefer printed.materels over TV and PTA meetings as a way of',

.

receiving information. A larger nationwide survey on parents' informational

needs by Sperling,` Lowman, Lewis & Bartel (1979) indicatedthat'books were

identified as the-most frequent "first 'choice" print materials. Parents of

non-handicapped Children have fared well in this area. A trip to any book-

store reveals numerous books on parenting. Parents of handicapped children

have done less well.-

small audiences, such

marketing capabilities

Small pUblishers who typically publish books for

as parents of handicapped children, have liMited
ts,

.
These books .usually don't find t-heirway to, the

shelves of local bookstores.

Probably.thelargest body of information for parents of hand#epped

.1"

children is that which has been published andldietributed through government

agencids and private foundations. Unfortunately, there is no Centraliced

clearinghouse for parents to use in order to obtain this information.

Basically these publication s rela an untapped resource for moat parents:
41.

Anotheepogsible way of disseminating information-to parents is through

conferences. This is a Major way that researchers and practitioners share

. -0

,-information with each other but has not beed led as a way of- providing

7
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research information tohparents. Parents rarely attend professional confer-

ences and professionals rarely attend parent conferences, such as those

sponsored by the Association.of Retarded Citizens. Again, there is

little prestige or reward for researchers to do sp, and.with travel funds

becoming more limited, it is.unlikely that.this'trend will be reverse

Why Is ItImportant FA Us, As Researchers To Communicate to Parents?

I feel that there are both ethical and practical reasons why, for our

own survival, we must try'to overcome these barriers and pay'more attention

,to.the parent audience._ First,I would like to focus on why I feel, it is

ethically important. In our often frantic attempts to,obtain funds for

'.research we sometimes lose sight of the basic principles or Values under-

lying our research efforts. What is the basic purpose of conducting research?

To discover and organize knowledge. Why do we do that? We want to dis-

cover knowledge as a. beans to an end - as a.°Way of underitanding and improving

the world around us: In. terms of the handicapped, we conduct research in

hopes of enhancing the potential of handicapped persons. As professionals'

we have adopted certain assumptions for treatment which we feel do enhance

the potential of handicapped children, One is theiValue that handicapped

children whould ve with their families and receive community7Dased treat-

ment., -We feel we have accomplished this when handicappedchildren are not

institutionalized; but have we really? In a sense we have shifted the

burdens of responsibill/ky and care from the professional community to the
.

family. They are clearly the key to the .success.of community' -based treatment,'

to
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but have we left,parents out on a limAy not providingthem with practical

and importNnt research information. When we do not disseminate to parents,

then research becomes an end in itself - not a means to an end. We have

an ethical'responsibility to see that this does not happen by making sure .

that parents receive research information.

Not only are there ethical reasons why we should pay more attention to

parents, there are practical `reasons as well. Up until this current adminis-

tration, educational research could be conducted successfully with little

attention ,to either the public or the pocketbook. As mentioned before, the

conduct of a research effort was largely concerned with satisfying academic

,expectations. We have'not,in the past h'ad to justify our, work to consumers.

Times are changing. As stated by SchuLin a becember 1981 article in the

Educational Researcher, "in our current 'era of limits' the basis for judging

the success of an educational research project is going to, increasingly be

its justified. contribution to publicly endorsed .goals." (Schutz, 1981).

We areoat a. critical time - although it is generally felt that the Adminis-)

tration is still considering educational research:to be a part of the federal ,

role in education, it is uncertain the extent to which research Activity will

be funded.

Where can we turn.fos help? I feel that we must develop sup rt for

out research activities among the general public. Parents in the past have

banded together for causes and`cleerly have made an impact on policy decisions.

Educational reSearchohas not been arallying point for parents in the past

because they have not,, seen the connection between research and their children.

We have not shown it to them. Now we have an impbrtant opportunity to remedy,,



I
this. Withblock grants being the direction of funding efforts, important

decisions) will be made at state and local levels. It is more important
. , :

.

e .
.

than ever to 41m parents and advocacy groups with informtion to back up

8

their attempts to get programs for handicappedchildren. Parents netd us f

now and we need parents. As one parent with whom I recently spoke stated -

s

t 4 .
"11'1 just had a one page summary of information on the cos effectiveness

.

of early intervention to 'prevent to the local school board I think I
.

could_
. .

perspde them to set up a program." I contend that we need to do a better

job 'ht listening to what parents want and at'providipg them with thiA infor-

mation.
)

future Directions
-

V

3.

What can be done to help overcome these barriers to make disseminatng

research to parents a valued irld respected part of the research process?

First, I would suggest placing more emphasis on teaching a philosophy of
4

science in research training programs. By providipg students with oppor-

.-t.unitis to think about and identify the values underlying the way .research

is conducted, it is more likely that their later research effores.will be

means,to an end and ill provide'same.direct benefits for consumers.

A second way of enhancing dissemination to parents in the future is to ,

lobby for federal funds to do so. A reward system would be extremely-
. .

/ helpful. Perhaps targeting a certain percentage of research-as being client-
1

c.

...

centered and earmarking funds for disgemination (a sort of .affirmative act.ion

policy) -would be one way of rewarding, this acti'ity.

4
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Another way of securing binds for dissemination to parents.is by forming_
A A

9

more linkages with State Departments of Educatioh. According to P.L. 94-142,

10,
state agencies have respOnsibility.for providing training for parents - most

school systems have not acted. on this responsibility: If universities`, with

their knowledge base,.could'link up with state departments, who have the

mecilanism to secure funding, then the barrier:of lack of fdftding could be

°overcome.
,

Another potentillly useful linkage for researchers is existing parent

organizations. The National Association for Retarded Citizens has a re-
.

sears l and development division with a paid staff, along with a network
- .

of interested parents around the country. ,ringing together the resources

.

which researcfters and . parentNroups have to offer is a-way of potentially

strengthen both groups and getting, what some people call then:Vory tower"

:

I

back down to a gress roots level.

When research knowledge is shared, used atievalued by parents, then
, i

% - - ..'- .

. . .

we will be able to count pn support from this group and we will develop

°

.
li ?

a.broader and more effective constituency in support of educational research.
f

.

g .

0.

e

r

4
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A Model for.Information Flow Through a Series of Communications Activities

.
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